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Frequency-Scaled Curvature as a Proxy for Topographic Site-Effect

Amplification and Ground-Motion Variability

by Emeline Maufroy, Víctor M. Cruz-Atienza, Fabrice Cotton,* and Stéphane Gaffet†

Abstract We introduce a new methodology to predict the topographic site-effect
amplification. Ground motions obtained from a large database of 3D earthquake sim-
ulations show that the curvature of the Earth’s surface, defined as the second spatial
derivative of the elevation map, is correlated with the topographic site amplification.
The highest correlation between the frequency-dependent topographic amplification
and the topographic curvature is reached when the curvature is smoothed over a char-
acteristic length equal to the S wavelength divided by two (i.e., frequency-scaled cur-
vature [FSC]). This implies the amplification is caused by topographic features for
which horizontal dimensions are similar to half of the S wavelength. The largest
ground-motion variabilities are found at sites located on slopes and on the largest sum-
mits, whereas intermediate variabilities occur over narrow ridges and a stable behavior
in the bottom valleys. The FSC proxy allows the identification of topographic features
with similar characteristic dimensions and probabilistic estimates of amplification val-
ues accounting on the variability of ground motions due to source–site interactions.
Amplification estimates using the FSC proxy are robust and easily computed from dig-
ital elevation maps provided that reasonable values of S-wave velocities are available in
the area of interest.

Introduction

The topographic site effect is a complex frequency-
dependent 3D phenomenon (Sánchez-Sesma, 1983; Geli
et al., 1988; Sánchez-Sesma and Campillo, 1991; Bouchon
and Barker, 1996; Buech et al., 2010; Maufroy et al., 2012;
Massa et al., 2014) that produces large ground-motion am-
plifications in the vicinity of summits (Gaffet et al., 2000;
Buech et al., 2010; Massa et al., 2010) and may cause dam-
ages during large earthquakes (Çelebi, 1987; Kawase and
Aki, 1990; Bouchon and Barker, 1996; Spudich et al., 1996;
Assimaki, Gazetas, and Kausel, 2005; Hough et al., 2010;
Pischiutta et al., 2010). The seismic waves propagating in
areas with topographies are generally disrupted at frequen-
cies above 1 Hz (Boore, 1973; Sánchez-Sesma and Cam-
pillo, 1991; Durand et al., 1999; Assimaki, Kausel, and
Gazetas, 2005; Pischiutta et al., 2010).

Numerous studies on topographic site effects have
provided interesting findings to forecast the amplification
produced by the topography (Geli et al., 1988; Assimaki,
Kausel, and Gazetas, 2005; Bouckovalas and Papadimitriou,

2005). Most of them propose models based on simple 2D
geometrical considerations (e.g., surface slopes, height,
and/or width of hills) to estimate the amplification due to
isolated peaks (e.g., Sánchez-Sesma, 1983; Geli et al., 1988;
Ashford et al., 1997; Bouckovalas and Papadimitriou, 2005).
However, the complexity of the phenomenon (i.e., frequency
and source dependencies, intrinsic 3D effects) makes it dif-
ficult to provide general models able to predict motion pat-
terns in realistic topographic configurations. Recently, 3D
numerical simulations of ground motions have been useful
to estimate site effects on realistic, intricate topographies
(Lee, Chan, Komatitsch, et al., 2009; Lee, Komatitsch,
Huang, et al., 2009; Chaljub et al., 2010; Maufroy et al.,
2012; De Martin et al., 2013). Nonetheless, this kind of so-
phisticated simulations remains computationally expensive
(Chaljub et al., 2010) and thus unsuitable for common seis-
mic-hazard studies. A simple and robust method, based on
geometrical properties of the Earth’s surface, integrating
most of the 3D effects and source variability, would be
extremely useful for practical purposes.

In this work, we introduce a new methodology to predict
topographic site effects based on the Earth’s surface curva-
ture, which is a single metric easily derived from digital
elevation maps (DEMs). Our results were obtained from a
large set of 3D numerical simulations designed to isolate
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the topographic effects from others due to different geologi-
cal features (e.g., low-velocity layers).

We also evaluate the impact of surface topography on
the ground-motion variability. Such analysis is motivated
by the fact that the random variability associated to ground-
motion predictions (sigma) strongly influences the seismic-
hazard curve computation, in particular for long return peri-
ods (Bommer and Abrahamson, 2006). The understanding of
the physical causes of ground-motion variability has not been
explored yet, and topography is one of the suggested explan-
ations (e.g., Rai et al., 2012; Rodriguez-Marek et al., 2013).
Our simulations provide a unique opportunity to analyze the
spatial variations of the ground-motion variability and dis-
cuss topography proxies that may help to identify sites where

ground motions are more variable and highly dependent on
source–site configurations.

Ground-Motion Synthetic Database

In the previous work (Maufroy, 2010; Maufroy et al.,
2012), we performed 200 ground-motion simulations generated
by double-couple point sources in the mountainous area sur-
rounding the inter-Disciplinary Underground Science and Tech-
nology laboratory (i-DUST/LSBB), Rustrel, France (Fig. 1). To
achieve numerical accuracy up to 4 Hz including the irregular
topography shown in Figure 1b, we used the partly staggered
finite-difference code SHAKE3D (Cruz-Atienza, 2006; Cruz-
Atienza, Virieux, and Aochi, 2007; Cruz-Atienza, Virieux,

Figure 1. (a) Photograph of the topography surrounding the inter-Disciplinary Underground Science and Technology laboratory (i-
DUST/LSBB) area, which is part of the wider Albion plateau (France), (b) 3D location of the 200 random double-couple point sources
(empty circles) and the square array of 576 virtual receivers (black dots, one station every 100 m) relative to the surface topography shown in
transparency. Spatial unit is in meters.
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Khors-Sansorny, et al., 2007) with a 10 m spatial discretiza-
tion (i.e., more than 70 numerical cells per minimum wave-
length; Bohlen and Saenger, 2006). Verification tests of our
finite-difference method including topography were done by
Maufroy (2010) through quantitative comparisons with the
discontinuous Galerkin method introduced by Etienne et al.
(2010). The tests revealed solution discrepancies smaller than
25% for frequencies below 4 Hz in most of the studied area
(see fig. 4-3 of Maufroy, 2010). SHAKE3D simulates an
infinite half-space by applying perfectly matched layer ab-
sorbing boundary conditions in every external limit of the
computational domain and verifies the free-surface boundary
conditions on top of the 3D model by applying the vacuum
formalism (see Cruz-Atienza, 2006, and references therein).
To isolate topographic site effects from others due to hetero-
geneities in the subsurface materials, we assumed, in all sim-
ulations, the same homogeneous linear elastic half-space
(numerical box with dimensions 5 × 5 × 7 km3) with proper-
ties given by VP � 5:0 km=s, VS � 3:0 km=s, and
ρ � 2:6 g=cm3, for the P- and S-wave velocities and density,
respectively. Supplementary details on the modeling pro-
cedure can be found in Maufroy et al. (2012).

The synthetic database counts on 200 Mw 4.5 double-
couple point sources with a Gaussian-like time evolution,
and for which focal mechanisms and locations were ran-
domly generated beneath the area of interest (empty circles
in Fig. 1b). An array of 576 receivers (black dots in Fig. 1b)
is regularly spread over a 2:5 × 2:5 km2 area that includes a
diversity of topographic features such as valleys, slopes, and
hills (Maufroy et al., 2012). The average hypocentral dis-
tance computed at each receiver ranges from 5.1 to 5.7 km.

To assess how general our case study is in terms of
diversity of seismic-ray azimuths and incidence angles at the
free surface, we performed a geometrical analysis consider-
ing both surface-normal vectors at receiver locations and
incident seismic-ray directions. Figure 2a shows the distribu-
tion of surface-normal vectors over the array. We find that
most normal vectors have dipping angles smaller than 40°

(i.e., terrain slopes not exceeding 40°) and a wide range of
azimuths with a tendency to the south (180°), which was ex-
pected because the studied area is located on the southern
mountainside of the Albion plateau (Fig. 1).

Figure 2b presents the distribution of seismic-ray direc-
tions (i.e., source–receiver vectors) below the array and
shows that sources cover the whole azimuthal range. In con-
trast, because we only considered local sources, the rays
dipping angles cover from 0° (vertical rays) to 60°. By simply
projecting the ray-direction vectors (Fig. 2b) into the surface-
normal vectors (Fig. 2a), we can determine the wavefront
incidence angles along the array considering the intricate
topography. Results are shown in Figure 2c, in which we find
that all incidence angles are lower than 60°, which means
there is no grazing incidence in our case study. Although
no cliff appears in the region, we estimate the geometric con-
figuration behind our synthetic database covers a large vari-
ety of topographic features often present in real cases in
which 3D site effects may occur.

Analysis of Amplification Patterns

Following Maufroy et al. (2012), the topographic ampli-
fication over the stations’ array may be estimated by the
median reference method (MRM) on each of the two horizon-
tal components of ground motion. As described by these
authors, the MRM quantifies the absolute amplification by
assuming, as the reference level, the median ground motion
in the area, sampled at the receiver’s positions, so that the
critical choice of a reference site is avoided. The MRM is
robust and accurate even within intricate topographic areas,
where the site amplification is strongly dependent on fre-
quency (Poppeliers and Pavlis, 2002; Maufroy et al., 2012).
In this work, we averaged the horizontal amplification fac-
tors such that, for a given frequency, we count on 200 am-
plification values per site, one for each earthquake. Because
the seismic array has 576 receivers, our synthetic database
integrates 115,200 amplification values per frequency that
we study in the following from 1 to 4 Hz every 0.5 Hz.

Figure 2. Characteristics of vectors representative of the geometric configuration of our synthetic database: (a) surface-normal
vectors representing the topography, (b) source–station vectors representing the locations of sources relative to the locations of virtual
receivers, and (c) histogram of the waves’ incidences to the free surface. Abscissas angles are equal to zero when the considered vector is
vertical.
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Values reported per station and per frequency are the median
of the 200 earthquakes population that we will call from now
on median amplification factors (MAFs).

The topographic site effect is known to produce an
amplification of the seismic waves that is strongly source
dependent (Trifunac, 1972; Bouchon, 1973; Wong et al.,
1977). This can be seen in the work by Maufroy et al. (2012)
for our database. Actually, the maximum ground-motion
amplification generally occurs at crests on the opposite side
of the upcoming wavefield, leading to a high-spatial variabil-
ity of the amplification pattern that depends on both the
topography and the hypocenter location. Thus, the pattern
significantly differs from one simulation to another in our
database. This is summarized in Figure 3a, in which we show

the probability of exceeding amplification factors 2 and 3 in
the area (for any frequency between 1 and 4 Hz and for any
of the three ground-motion components) as determined from
our database using the MRM (see Maufroy et al., 2012).
Although very small in the deepest valleys (about 2%), there
is nowhere that the probability of exceeding a factor 2 is zero.
Besides, receivers located on crests or hills experience 50%
and up to 80% probability of exceeding an amplification fac-
tor of 2. Regarding an amplification factor of 3, we find no
probability in the lowest regions, whereas probabilities range
from 10% on the hillsides (slopes) to 30% at the summits.

By simple inspection of the amplification patterns shown
in Figure 3a (i.e., compare color map with topographic con-
tour levels), it is clear that probabilities of exceedance corre-
late with the shape of the Earth’s surface (i.e., free surface
curvature) rather than the elevation or slopes. For instance,
we see that higher probabilities lie along convex spots (i.e.,
ridges), whereas lower probabilities lie over concave regions
(i.e., valleys). In the following, we compare the amplification
patterns with the topographic curvature, a metric that allows
quantifying how concave or convex is the Earth’s surface.

Estimation of the Topographic Curvature

Zevenbergen and Thorne (1987) introduced a method to
estimate the topographic curvature along both downslope
and across-slope directions. Following this method, the DEM
of a region E should be a rectangular matrix of evenly spaced
elevation values with space increment h. The DEM curvature
C is thus defined as the second spatial derivative of matrix E
(the slope being defined as the first spatial derivative).
To estimate C, the method approximates function E with a
fourth-order polynomial (Zevenbergen and Thorne, 1987;
Moore et al., 1991) so that the curvature at any point (xi, yi)
of matrix E is given by

C�xi; yi� � E″�xi; yi� ≈ −2�δ� ε� × 100; �1�
in which δ and ε are the fourth and fifth coefficients of the
quadratic equation, which are approximated by finite differ-
ences as

δ � 1

h2

�
E�xi−1; yi� � E�xi�1; yi�

2
− E�xi; yi�

�
�2�

and

ε � 1

h2

�
E�xi; yi−1� � E�xi; yi�1�

2
− E�xi; yi�

�
: �3�

In these equations, the space increment h should be in the
same units as the elevations in E (e.g., meters in our case).
The above procedure follows the work by Zevenbergen and
Thorne (1987) and Moore et al. (1991) and allows topo-
graphic curvature estimates at any point of the DEM.

Topographic site effects for a given frequency are
controlled by topographic features with characteristic sizes

Figure 3. Maps of (a) occurrence of topographic amplification
factors 2 and 3 in the 1–4 Hz frequency range over 200 random
double-couple sources and (b) smoothed topographic curvature
computed with four different characteristic smoothing lengths LS
ranging 380–1500 m. The individual topographic amplification fac-
tors are calculated with the median reference method (Maufroy
et al., 2012); the occurrence of amplification is given in percentage
to reach a given factor on any component of the ground velocity and
at any frequency between 1.0 and 4.0 Hz. White in (a) is for oc-
currence below 1.0%. The maps of curvature shown in (b) reveal
the ridges (positive curvature, red) and the valleys (negative curva-
ture, blue) at different length scales. Elevation contour lines are
every 20 m.
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comparable with the associated wavelength (Geli et al.,
1988; Sánchez-Sesma and Campillo, 1991; Durand et al.,
1999; Buech et al., 2010; Pischiutta et al., 2010). The higher
the frequency, the smaller are those features. Thus, to char-
acterize the spatial correlation between topographic curva-
ture and ground-motion amplification as a function of
frequency, we introduce a smoothing operator over C. The
operator consists in a double convolution (one per derivative)
of matrix C with an n × n unit matrix normalized by a factor
n4 to preserve similar curvature estimates for any value of n.
The smoothed curvature matrix is given by

CS �
1

n4
C �

111 � � � 11n

..

. . .
. ..

.

1n1 � � � 1nn

0
B@

1
CA �

111 � � � 11n

..

. . .
. ..

.

1n1 � � � 1nn

0
B@

1
CA

2
64

3
75:

�4�

The smoothing thus depends on the spatial extend of the
unit matrix, which we define in meters by the characteristic
length LS � 2 × n × h. Because the convolution of two
identical boxcar functions has a support twice as large as
the function, the factor 2 must be considered to preserve the
desired smoothing length. The larger LS is, CS is smoother.
This can be seen in Figure 3b, in which we present topo-
graphic curvature estimates based on the 10 m resolution
DEM of the i-DUST/LSBB area using four different values
of LS ranging from 380 to 1500 m. Positive values of CS

represent convex topographic features (e.g., ridges), whereas
negative values correspond to concave features (e.g., val-
leys). Surface inflexions and flat regions are denoted by zero
values. The curvature pattern for LS � 380 m highly corre-
lates with the probability of exceeding amplification factor 2
(compare with left panel in Fig. 3a). From this exercise, it is
clear that the characteristic length LS will play a critical role
in the determination of a frequency-dependent relationship
between the topographic amplification and the surface cur-
vature, as presented in the next section.

Frequency-Dependent Relationship between
Topographic Amplification and Curvature

A systematic linear regression analysis is performed
to determine the relationship between the smoothed topo-
graphic curvature CS (equation 4) and the MAFs along the
seismic array. Linear regressions are done using MAFs from
200 sources per site in the 576-array stations at different fre-
quencies between 1 and 4 Hz. On the other hand, smoothed
curvature estimates at each station CS are computed for a
large range of characteristic length LS (i.e., between 200
and 2000 m). Results from the linear regressions are shown
in Figure 4, in which we present (for different frequencies)
the corresponding coefficients in the entire array as a func-
tion of LS. Two main observations detach from this exercise:
(1) regression coefficient curves show a single and well-
defined maximum at different values of LS and (2) LS values
at the maxima depend on frequency and coincide with half
the wavelength of the S waves λS (i.e., LS � λS=2 � VS=2f,
in which VS � 3 km=s in our case study; see gray bands).
For instance, at 2 Hz, the maximum appears at LS � 750 m
and λS=2 � 3000=4 � 750 m. A similar analysis was done
computing CS values with only one smoothing (i.e., by con-
volving only once matrix C with the n × n unit matrix, see
equation 4), confirming no clear correlation between the
maxima and λS (results not shown). Indeed the convolution
is required to smooth the derivative at the scale of interest,
but it must be carried out each time a derivative is performed
(i.e., a double convolution to smooth the second derivative of
the DEM).

Figure 5a showsMAF estimates along the array as a func-
tion of CS for the same four frequencies. For each frequency,
the characteristic length LS used to smooth the topographic
curvature is indicated in each panel and is equal to λS=2 (i.e.,
the characteristic length that maximizes the linear regression
coefficients). Note that small curvature values (CS ≈ 0, i.e.,
flat topographic regions) correspond to almost no amplifica-
tion (MAF ≈ 1). Although correlation between amplification

Figure 4. Linear regression coefficients obtained between the smoothed topographic curvature CS and the median amplification factors
(MAFs) over 200 sources at 576 sites (per site: one curvature value versus one median value of amplification) for different frequencies ranging
1–4 Hz. The linear regression coefficients are given related to the characteristic length LS used to smooth the topographic curvature. The
linear regression coefficients reach their highest values in each considered frequency when the curvature is two times smoothed and when the
characteristic length LS is equal to the S wavelength divided by two (as indicated by the vertical gray lines).
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factors and curvature is high, the dataset clearly shows some
dispersion. This means that MAFs may significantly differ
between sites with similar topographic curvatures.

A closer analysis of the amplification distribution re-
veals the 84th percentile (the MAF being the 50th percentile)
also correlates with LS (Fig. 5b) and corresponds to ampli-
fication factors larger than one, even at topographic concave
sites such as valleys (i.e., with negative curvature values). In
contrast, the 16th percentile of the amplification distribution
mainly corresponds to amplification factors smaller than one
(i.e., deamplification, Fig. 5c), even in convex sites such as
ridges and summits (i.e., with positive curvature values).
Thus, Figure 5b,c clearly shows the extent of the variability
of topographic site effects. Although the probability of oc-
currence is low, amplification can happen in valleys and
deamplification in ridges and summits. In a given site, this
will depend on the location and mechanism of the source.
The variability of the topographic site effects will be further
analyzed in the next section.

From Figures 4 and 5, we conclude that there is a linear
correlation between site effects and the topographic curva-

ture. It is also clear that such correlation is frequency depen-
dent because CS depends on the S wavelength λS through the
characteristic smoothing length LS�f� � λS=2 � VS=2f, so
that the correlation may be expressed in the following terms:

MAF�f� � α × CS�LS� � β: �5�

Figure 5 further shows that MAF frequency dependence
also comes from coefficient α�f�, which is inversely propor-
tional to f and thus proportional to λS. After a linear regres-
sion analysis for α and λS (with high regression coefficient
R2 � 0:997), we found α � 0:0008 × λS. Regarding the in-
tercept coefficient β in equation (5) we also see, from Figure 5,
that MAFs are close to one for small topographic curvatures
(i.e., CS ≈ 0), whatever the frequency is in the studied range.
Therefore, equation (5) may be written as

MAF�f� � �0:0008 × λS� × CS�LS� � 1: �6�

Following the same procedure for the 84th and 16th
percentiles shown in Figure 5b,c, linear regressions for

Figure 5. Correlation between the smoothed topographic curvature and (a) the median value (50th percentile) of the horizontal topo-
graphic-amplification distribution over 200 sources at 576 sites (per site: one curvature value versus one median value of amplification),
(b) the 84th percentile of that same distribution of amplification factors, (c) the 16th percentile. The correlation is shown for different frequen-
cies ranging 1–4 Hz. The characteristic length LS to smooth the curvature at each frequency is chosen as the S wavelength divided by two.
The vertical gray lines indicate the level 0 of curvature (corresponding to flat surface or regular slope). The horizontal gray lines indicate the
amplification factor 1.0 (i.e., no amplification or deamplification). (a) The level 0 of curvature correlates with a median value of topographic-
amplification distribution equal to one.
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coefficients α yielded R2 > 0:99 in both cases, and the
corresponding relationships: α84th � 0:0012 × λS − 0:1 and
α16th � 0:0007 × λS − 0:1. Regarding the intercepts, we got
β84th � 1:4 and β16th � 0:7. Thus, from equation (5) we fi-
nally obtain

AF84th�f� � �0:0012 × λS − 0:1� × CS�LS� � 1:4; �7�

AF16th�f� � �0:0007 × λS − 0:1� × CS�LS� � 0:7: �8�

To exactly center the smoothing window on a given site,
the value of n (equation 4) has to be an odd number equal to
or greater than 3. For each value of n, the corresponding
S wavelength is defined by λS � 2LS � 4 × n × h. Because
n takes odd discrete values (3, 5, 7,…), the curvature CS and
therefore the predicted amplification are computed only at
discrete values of S wavelengths increasing by 8h (12h,
20h, 28h…). This restriction is not critical when using high-
resolution DEM.

MAFs predicted by equation (6) for different S wave-
lengths are shown in Figure 6. Chosen values of λS corre-
spond to frequencies from 1 to 4 Hz every 0.5 Hz. The
theoretical MAFs displayed in this figure are constrained to
the limits of this study, so each line is plotted between the
minimum and maximum values of CS found in our topo-
graphic domain. We find two separate domains in the plot:
one for negative curvatures and deamplifications, which cor-
respond to sites located in valleys, and another for positive
curvatures and amplifications, which include sites on ridges
and summits. We recall that equation (6) predicts median val-
ues determined from our 200 sources population, so larger

amplification factors than those in the figure actually happen
in the region, as suggested in Figure 3a and clearly shown
later in Figure 7.

The largest MAFs in the studied area are found for in-
termediate wavelengths, around 1000 and 1200 m (i.e., 3.0
and 2.5 Hz). We also see that, to reach the same amplification
level, smaller wavelengths require larger curvatures (i.e.,
sharper topographic features). Although our synthetic data-
base prevents us from observing site-effect patterns for S
wavelengths smaller than 750 m, assuming that the topo-
graphic amplification behaves linearly beyond the limits of
the study as suggested in Figure 6, we estimate that curvature
values larger than 1 are required to produce some moderate
amplification at the highest frequencies. As an example, for S
wavelengths of 280 m (i.e., 10.7 Hz in our case study), the
theoretical MAF only reaches 1.36 at the maximum curvature
of 1.6 found in a small 50 × 50 m2 area of our topographic
domain.

Predictions of the 84th and 16th percentiles from equa-
tions (7) and (8) (dashed lines) are plotted in Figure 7 along
with the predicted MAFs (solid lines, equation 6) for different
frequencies. The figure also includes the whole distribution
of horizontal amplification factors (light gray dots) and the
associated MAF at all receivers (dark gray dots). Note the
good agreement, for all frequencies, between the actual MAF
values and their prediction yielded by equation (6) (solid
lines). Furthermore, we also see that predictions of MAFs
based on linear regression models are not enough to embrace
the variability of ground motions due to the interaction of
topography with the incoming wavefield (i.e., compare
median values in dark gray dots with the overall maximum
of the actual amplification factors in light gray dots). To
better understand this phenomenon and thus to improve

Figure 6. Linear relation established between the smoothed topographic curvature and the median value of the topographic-amplification
distribution following equation (6). This linear relation is dependent on the considered Swavelength, as it is shown for Swavelengths ranging
750–3000 m. The wavelength-dependent relations are not displayed outside the limits of this study (i.e., each line is plotted only between the
minimum and maximum values of curvature obtained in our case study for the corresponding wavelength). The vertical gray line indicates the
level 0 of curvature separating valleys from ridges, whereas the horizontal gray line indicates the amplification factor 1.0 separating am-
plification from deamplification.
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its prediction, it is essential to characterize the extent of such
variability and its relationship with the topography. We
address this issue in the following section.

Effects of Topography on Ground-Motion Variability

Our synthetic database offers a unique opportunity to
investigate, in detail, the variability of ground motion due to
the topography at every single station. To this purpose we
computed, from our 200 random-source scenarios, the spatial
distribution of the median peak ground acceleration (PGA) in
the horizontal components (Fig. 8a) and the associated PGA
variability σS computed at each station (Fig. 8d). Estimates
correspond to a maximum frequency of 4 Hz. Two main
observations emerge: (1) there is a clear correlation between
median PGA and the amplification pattern at 4Hz predicted by
equation (6) (compare Fig. 8a and b) and (2) the PGAvariabil-
ity (i.e., standard deviations σS) is significantly lower in the
valleys (Fig. 8d). Thismeans that PGA also correlates withCS,
the smoothed topographic curvature, as shown in Figure 8c
for wavelengths at 4 Hz (i.e., LS � λS=2 ≈ 380 m).
However, although PGA variability σS tends to be smaller
in concave topographic regions (i.e., negative CS values;
see Fig. 8e), the variability pattern is substantially more com-
plex; for a given curvature value, we find variations of σS up to
∼30% and relatively small variability of ground motions
along certain convex spots with high curvatures such as those
indicated with a red circle. A linear correlation analysis
between CS and σS is not reasonable (Fig. 8e), even for the
characteristic smoothing length LS � 760 m that maximizes
the correlation coefficient in this case (not shown).

Figure 9a shows the distribution of the 576 median PGA
values (those of Fig. 8a). Dividing these values by the MAF
predictions (equation 6 and Fig. 8b) at the maximum re-
solved frequency (i.e., 4 Hz) would statistically remove most
of the topographic site effect from the median PGAs. The
result of this procedure is shown in Figure 9b, in which we
plot PGA values after removing the site-effect amplification.
This illustrates how integrating the topographic curvature

into this ground-motion model reduces the dispersion of
the 576 median PGA values (i.e., standard deviation reduc-
tion from 0.049 to 0.025). At the same time, this procedure
has little impact on the σS values and therefore on the overall
ground-motion variability (sigma) of the entire database. Ac-
tually, the reduction of the overall sigma (σ) is very modest
(from 0.224 to 0.221). This is consistent with previous works
(e.g., Strasser et al., 2009), in which integrating site-effect
terms into ground-motion models does not necessarily lead
to a better description of the ground-motion variability.

Figure 10 shows the distribution of PGA variabilities
(σS) along the array. Interesting observations detach from this
distribution and from the corresponding map in Figure 8d
associated to Figure 8e. The largest PGA variabilities are
found at sites located on slopes and on the largest summits.
We define a large summit as a large, almost flat summit
bounded by upper slopes including perched valleys. One hy-
pothesis that may explain such variabilities on large summits
is a higher dependence on the source–site configuration. One
site located on a large summit may not be affected by the
slopes and crests surrounding the summit because of its
extension: depending on the direction of the upcoming wave-
field, the site may or may not experience topographic ampli-
fication. It may also occur that the roughness of the upper
slopes including inner valleys can strongly disrupt the am-
plification pattern. In contrast, narrow ridges, which are de-
fined as thin topographic features with steep slopes facing all
directions, experience an intermediate level of variability:
whatever the source–site configuration is, these regions fre-
quently show large ground motions. Finally, bottom valleys
present a stable behavior (i.e., small variability) and low
ground motions. These results show that understanding the
physical reasons for ground-motion variability deserves fur-
ther analysis and that the variability is not only due to topog-
raphy but also to source–site interactions.

Although the topographic curvature alone may not com-
pletely explain the variability of ground motions at single
sites, amplification factor regressions for the 16th and

Figure 7. Distribution of all topographic amplification factors at 576 sites for 200 sources (light gray dots; individually computed from
the average of both horizontal factors) in relation with the smoothed topographic curvature CS for various frequencies ranging 1–4 Hz. The
MAFs obtained at each receiver over the 200 sources are superimposed as darker dots. The best-fitting linear relations for the MAF (solid black
line) and for percentiles 16% and 84% (dashed black lines) are shown to characterize the distribution obtained in each frequency.
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84th percentiles (equations 7 and 8) satisfactorily capture the
frequency-dependent variability in most cases. Figure 11
shows predicted (solid and dashed lines, right panels) and
actual (open circles) horizontal amplification factors as a
function of the S wavelength at five selected sites, along with
the associated estimates of the topographic curvature, CS

(left panels). The figure also shows individual amplification
factors from the whole database (light gray dots). The sites
lie on different topographic features (i.e., those indicated in
Fig. 10) such as summits with different sharpness and the
deepest valley. Both median and percentile predictions by

equations (6)–(8) encompass satisfactorily well the corre-
sponding data-based values, except at the narrow ridge site
where we find the largest misfit in the whole topographic
domain with underestimations of about 30%. Actual misfits
come from the linear regressions assumed in this study that
cannot explain the data scattering (e.g., compare solid lines
and dark gray dots in Fig. 7). The scattering tends to grow
with frequency (Fig. 5) and may be due to different factors,
such as (1) uncertainties in the amplification-factor estimates
by the MRM (Maufroy et al., 2012), (2) uncertainties in the
curvature computation related to the DEM resolution, and

Figure 8. (a) Median peak ground acceleration (PGA) obtained from our synthetic database, (b) theoretical MAFs estimated at 4 Hz
following equation (6), (c) best-fitting linear correlation of the median PGAwith the smoothed topographic curvature reached for a character-
istic smoothing length LS � 380 m, (d) standard deviation of log�PGA� obtained from our synthetic database, and (e) linear correlation of
the standard deviation of log�PGA� with the smoothed curvature for a characteristic smoothing length LS � 380 m. The bold vertical gray
lines indicate the level 0 of curvature separating valleys from ridges. As pointed out by the red circle in (e), the spatial locations of sites
showing high curvature and relatively lower values of standard deviation of log�PGA� are shown in red in the inserted map. Individual values
of PGA are computed from the average of absolute peak values on the two horizontal components of ground acceleration.
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(3) inaccuracies in the ground-motion simulations (Maufroy,
2010), among others. To minimize their effects, we consid-
ered: (1) several hundreds of receivers, (2) a 10 m DEM, and
(3) more than 70 numerical cells per minimum wavelength.
Even though the uncertainties are small, their cumulative ef-
fect increases with frequency, producing scattered estimates.
Thus, the maximum 30% error yielded by our frequency-
scaled curvature (FSC) proxy (i.e., by our topographic-ampli-
fication prediction equations 6–8) must be considered when
estimating variation ranges of topographic site effects in a
given region.

The topographic diversity of the selected sites shown in
Figure 11 may be quantified through function CS (left pan-
els) used to generate the amplification-factor predictions.
The large summit and narrow ridge sites present curvature
functions with only positive values, which imply median am-
plifications at all considered wavelengths (see right panels).
In contrast, the bottom valley site presents a curvature func-
tion with only negative values, which implies topographic
deamplifications. The CS function at the slope site looks
more complex but has small values, and thus there is almost
no topographic effect. The perched valley site shows an
interesting behavior; for short wavelengths the curvature
values are negative, producing a small deamplification asso-
ciated to the geometry of the local narrow valley, whereas at
longer wavelengths, the curvature becomes positive, leading
to topographic amplification associated to the large summit
where the valley is located. This analysis shows the FSC
proxy is a powerful tool to characterize the frequency-
dependent topographic site effect along with probabilistic es-
timates of its variability.

Discussion

The FSC proxy, as defined in this work, allows predict-
ing statistical values of the topographic amplification factors
as a function of frequency, which is particularly useful in re-
gions where source locations and mechanisms are variable.
However, topographic-amplification prediction for a specific
source scenario deserves a deeper understanding of the
source–site interaction from a statistical viewpoint to avoid
expensive 3D numerical simulations.

Regarding the topographic-amplification prediction
equations (6)–(8) proposed in this study, one should be aware
that (1) they predict median values (equation 6), the 84th per-
centile (equation 7) is more representative of the high level of
amplification expected at specific sites; (2) predictions cor-
respond to the average of both horizontal components, which
means the amplification factor may differ from one compo-
nent to the other (Massa et al., 2014); and (3) the topographic
steepness of the i-DUST/LSBB study area is not extreme
(i.e., slopes smaller than 40°), so one should expect higher
levels of amplification on steeper topographies as compared
to those reported in this study.

Because we could not establish a clear correlation be-
tween CS and the amplification on both separate horizontal
components of the ground motion, in this work we de-
fined the amplification as the average. Topographic-
amplification partitioning on both horizontal components
is not yet clearly understood, though some insights have
already been proposed (Bouchon and Barker, 1996; Spudich
et al., 1996; Del Gaudio and Wasowski, 2007; Massa et al.,
2010, 2014). Thus, the FSC proxy is not able to predict ex-
treme directional effects and then to distinguish, for instance,

Figure 9. (a) Distribution of the 576 median PGA observed in
our synthetic database (one value per virtual receiver) and (b) distri-
bution of the same data after correction of the median topographic
amplification predicted by equation (6) at 4 Hz (maximum fre-
quency of the synthetic ground motion). Bin size for both panels
is 0.05 Hz.

Figure 10. Distribution of the standard deviation of log�PGA�
observed in our synthetic database (one value per virtual receiver;
map shown in Fig. 8d). The values of five particular sites are
marked on the histogram; the location of these sites is shown
in Figure 11.
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Figure 11. Profiles of smoothed topographic curvature and horizontal topographic amplification, both related to S wavelength, for five
particular sites in the i-DUST/LSBB area. The predicted median (solid line, equation 6) and percentiles (16% and 84%, dashed lines; equa-
tions 7 and 8) of topographic amplification are superimposed on the values observed in our synthetic database (empty circles) and on the
individual amplification factors (light gray dots) shown for selected S wavelengths.
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whether amplification occurs on one component as deampli-
fication occurs on the other.

The topographic curvature is easily computed from the
DEM. However, because the topographic site effect is sensi-
tive to local wavelengths, to gain confidence in the amplifi-
cation factors produced by the FSC proxy, some knowledge
of the elastic properties in the studied region is required. Our
numerical study is performed in a homogeneous medium,
which is useful to isolate the geometric effect of topography
on ground motions from other case-dependent effects due to
the near-surface geology. The FSC proxy is thus useful in
many regions where little or no information exists about
the local geology and possible consequences of the ground
shaking (i.e., landslides), providing a quantitative way to
generate physical estimates (and reasonable variation ranges)
for engineering purposes in mountainous regions. Yet, to in-
vestigate the amplification level, in detail, accounting on pos-
sible coupled effects due to both the local velocity structure
and topography (Assimaki and Jeong, 2013; Burjánek et al.,
2014; Massa et al., 2014), complementary on-field and
numerical studies are convenient.

To perform a detailed analysis of site response in a given
region, we thus propose the flowchart shown in Figure 12,
which summarizes the procedure that we have introduced to
statistically predict the effect of topography on the ground
motion using the FSC proxy at given sites of interest and
for selected frequencies. The procedure starts with the avail-
ability of the DEM and with the characterization of the

S-velocity structure. The procedure ends with some exam-
ples of practical applications of the FSC proxy. If its main
application remains the site-effect estimation, this tool could
provide some secondary uses such as evaluating the refer-
ence stations at rock sites, planning the spatial distribution
of receivers in field experiments, or estimating the accuracy
required for the surface representation in 3D numerical sim-
ulations of the ground motion.

Conclusions

We have introduced a new methodology to predict the
topographic site-effect amplification based on the Earth’s
surface curvature, defined as the second spatial derivative of
the surface elevation map. Ground motions obtained from
a large database of 3D earthquake simulations show the
topographic curvature is correlated with the topographic am-
plification. The highest linear correlation between the
frequency-dependent amplification and the FSC is reached
when the curvature is smoothed over a characteristic length
equal to half of the S wavelength. This implies, for a given
frequency, the amplification is caused by topographic fea-
tures with horizontal dimensions that are similar to that
length. We showed that applying an adaptive smoothing
operator to the topographic curvature computed as proposed
by Zevenbergen and Thorne (1987) and Moore et al. (1991)
is a powerful means to precisely determine topographic fea-
tures sensitive to the same wavelength.

The FSC proxy allows the estimation of statistical values
of the topographic amplification through a set of prediction
equations that take into account the variability of the site ef-
fect. Indeed the largest ground-motion variabilities are found
at sites located on slopes and on the largest summits. One
hypothesis explaining these variabilities is a higher depend-
ence of those topographic features on the source–site con-
figuration. In contrast, narrow ridges exhibit intermediate
levels of variability, whereas the bottom valleys show more
stable behavior.

No high-performance computing is required for the cur-
vature computation. The topographic-amplification estimates
from the FSC proxy are robust and easily obtained from
DEMs provided reasonable values of the S-wave velocities
in the area of interest.

Data and Resources
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Figure 12. Flowchart showing the potential practical uses of
the frequency-scaled curvature proxy, provided that both digital
elevation map and characterization of consistent S velocity are avail-
able at the site of interest.
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